In Joint Venture, CUNY, Bd. of Ed. Train Teachers

City to receive 49 teachers from CUNY

By Danielle Zach
Special to the Ticker

Last September, 49 men and women began new careers as math and science teachers in New York City's classrooms. It was a group as diverse as the city itself. Recent college graduates and career-changers reflected the spectrum of nationalities, racial and ethnic groups found in the city.

A year later, many of these people had no idea that they would be standing, chalk in hand, bringing order and information to a class of energetic high school students. These novice teachers had just completed the first part of the Teaching Opportunity Program, an joint venture of CUNY and the New York City School system. They were now embarking on part two of their voyage: the actual teaching.

TOP was established to attract talented college students who had not

See CUNY, page 4

Zicklin School of Business Fetes Prospective Applicants

By Alan Chong
Contributing Writer

Wednesday night was open house night for those thinking about applying to the MBA and Business MS programs offered by Baruch's Zicklin School of Business. Advertising a standing-room only crowd of about 200 prospective students, the 7th floor conference center of the 25th street building, key Zicklin administrators and faculty members described the school's academic programs, career services and admission procedures. The 6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. event began with an overview of numerous graduate programs, and ended with groups meeting in conference rooms with departmental professors individual to discuss their fields of study.

"You never get everybody, but you need all the questions," said Professor Douglas Muzzio, of John Jay College. "It's the integrity of the faculty and school, the students should do to comment police brutality. Morgan T. Healy, student government president of the predominantly white College of Staten Island, believes that an emotional slant could be milder than a racial one in gaining students' attention.

"One to two percent of my population cared," said Healy. At CSU, also.

See LEGAL, page 3

CUNY Honors Its Own, Bestows Award Upon Two Heroes of City and University

More than 200 attend presentation of 'Heroes of the City University Awards'

By Macollvie Jean-Francois
News Editor

The Friends of CUNY held an elegant awards ceremony at The National Arts Club on March 9 to honor two people who have served in the City University of New York school system: Edith B. Everett and James P. Murphy.

"[The two] epitomize the struggle to achieve the twin goals of access and excellence for CUNY," stated former New York City Mayors Abraham Beame, Edward Koch and David Dinkins, in a letter.

Approximately 200 people witnessed the first-ever presentation of

See CITY, page 3

In Meeting of Minds, Student Representatives Share Ideas, Mix Pragmatism With Passions

By Christie Marti
Contributing Writer

The first CUNY Council of Presidents meeting of the year was held on March 2. A president or member of the University Student Senate for each CUNY school is supposed to attend COP meetings in order to represent their school with thoughts and information on different issues. And attend they did.

"We never get everybody, but you get at least half of them," said Mirei Biswas, chair of USSR.

Among the topics discussed were the Diallo verdict, the empowerment of immigrants, the lack of full-time faculty and child care.

"We do want to do something, but we must not be outrageous," said Ellis. Other representatives were a little more passionate about the verdict and what students should do to combat police brutality. Morgan T. Healy, student government president of the predominantly white College of Staten Island, believes that an emotional slant could be milder than a racial one in gaining students' attention.

"One to two percent of my population cared," said Healy. At CSU, also.

See STUDENTS, page 5

In Features:

WTIU Radio holds a Mardi Gras party to remember.

In Op-Eds:

Student apathy uncovered, Minniss gets mail, the Ticker takes a punch and students lash out against Bursitis.

In Business:

Hi-tech trading floor, brainchild of current interim president, to open this summer. Nigerian bridge project announced.

In Sports:

Archery, volleyball, NCAA news and the Return of Minniss.

See Sports

School of Public Affairs, National Arts Club Provide Venue for Super Tuesday Discussion

By Shan-san Wu
News Editor

With debris from the Bradley and McCain campaign being left swirling in the aftermath of last week's Super Tuesday showdown, talk of political prediction now seems to be pointing towards a likely Bush- Gore matchup in November.

But even as the focus shifts away from the primary races, election fans know that the Election 2000 game is only just beginning. Who's up, who's down, whose candidate is gaining ground? Politicians tell us who's ahead now, punters tell us who's going to be all together under one roof.

"I welcome all of you political junkies and political leaders," said Professor Douglas Muzzio, School of Public Affairs. Gathered at the exclusive National Arts Club on Gramercy park South last Friday afternoon, Baruch students joined faculty, administrators and members of the local press to listen and ask questions of a four-member panel of renowned pollsters and pundits who have been covering the democratic and GOP primary races.

Sponsored by the School of Public Affairs, the event emphasized the importance of the Super Tuesday
TiVo. You run the show.

TiVo.com
VISIT www.tivo.com/college OR CALL 1-888-999-7331

You can miss a class.
You can miss a midterm.
But you never ever have to miss Buffy.

TiVo offers a special deal on Tivo.com

Legal Advice Ranges From Housing to Immigration to Family Affairs
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Robert Drumm of the New York Daily News, a 1969 Brooklyn College graduate, serves on the CUNY Board of Trustees for 22 years. According to the eight program head-
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“Talking about the democratic side basically acts as an obit for Bradley,’ offered Muzzio. “I don’t think either of them has the other candidate there. I infer the political and religious war going on in New York.”

Muzzio agreed with his assessment and noted the extraneous complications. Bill Bradley may not have been a New York state of mind after spending five days campaigning in his home state. ‘To New Yorkers, going west is like going to Pennsylvania,’ said Muzzio. ‘Or maybe the upper West Side.’

Professor Douglas Muzzio of the Barnard School of Public Affairs ponders a question from the crowd at the CUNY’s “Politics and Popular Culture” discussion at the Center for BKB.

The demographics of New York Republicans have come under increased analysis in recent weeks, with the emergence of McCain as a viable candidate. The presidential race is a battle of political persua- sion and not winning the upper West Side.”

To New Yorkers, going west is like going to Pennsylvania,” said Muzzio. “Or maybe the upper West Side.”

Panelist Maurice Carroll, director of the Quinnipiac College Poll, was not as more Man with his opinion.

“Bradley scored second,” noted Carroll. “While some issues, like the importance of religion in this election, divided the electorate, the panel concluded that either Bradley or McCain had New York’s campaign against likely voters.

In perhaps a testament to the party’s push to energize more and more potential developments have led to whether or not Tuesday’s primary results, both Bradley and McCain are not letting themselves get lost.

The data of New York Republicans have come under increased analysis in recent weeks, with the emergence of McCain as a viable candidate. The presidential race is a battle of political persuasion and not winning the upper West Side.”
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Baruch College Early Learning Center’s Annual Book Fair

Encourage a love of reading, support early literacy and HELP SUPPORT CAMPUS CHILD CARE.

SAVE THE DATES!

Monday, March 20
10:00-6:00 p.m.

Tues., March 21 & Wed., March 22
10:00-4:30 p.m.
in the 25th Street building lobby

There will be a wide selection of books for children ages infancy to 6th grade with prices starting at $3.00.
The Spring 2000 Sidney Harman Writer-in-Residence at Baruch and author of Like Life, Who Will Run the Frog Hospital? and Birds of America
Baruch College Conference Center, Seventh Floor
151 East 25th Street
New York City
Wednesday, March 22, 2000
5:45 pm

A READING AND CONVERSATION
with fiction writer
LORRIE MOORE

The Spring 2000 Sidney Harman Writer-in-Residence at Baruch and author of Like Life, Who Will Run the Frog Hospital? and Birds of America
Wednesday, March 22, 2000
5:45 pm
Baruch College Conference Center, Seventh Floor
151 East 25th Street
New York City

Co-sponsored by the Department of English of the Mildred and George Weissman School of Arts and Sciences and the Center for the Humanities, CUNY Graduate School
This event is free and open to the public.

Had enough... yet?

Ready to stop using alcohol and drugs?

Take the first step with the Detox program at Cabrini Medical Center

Call 212-995-6466

Get the help you need in a safe environment

Cabrini Medical Center, Medical Detoxification Program
141 West 100th Street (betw 3rd and 4th Avenues)
Take the 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1, N, Q to 103 St./Amsterdam Square
M16 has set 2nd Ave. to M100/102 has set 110 Ave.

HIPP
(Health Information Program for Peers)
presents
Free Blood Pressure Screenings

• Where: Room 1548
360 Park Avenue South

• Call or come in for an appointment.
Tel: (212) 802-6789

ATTENTION SENIORS:

COME IN UNTIL MARCH 17TH TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAITS TAKEN FOR THE BARUCH 2000 YEARBOOK

PICTURES WILL BE TAKEN IN ROOM 1539 AT 360 PAS.
COME TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE, ROOM 1512, TO MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT

Website: www.maristhe.com

HAS SPONSORED BY THE Newman Catholic Center
Office of Campus Ministry, Room 1512 PAS (802-489)
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Educators, Education, and The Lack Thereof
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Politics and Stuff: The Brawl for it All

I sat that with anger Tuesday and gave you that thought that the election season is real for us.

One of the most exciting and competitive campaigns was that of the Democratic Party's candidate for the Senate seat, Bill Bradley. His campaign focused on issues such as education, health care, and the environment, which were key concerns for the voters. Bradley's campaign also highlighted his experience as a senator and his commitment to working for the middle class. His campaign slogan was "For a Better Future." Despite his efforts, Bradley ultimately lost the election to incumbent Senator Bob Dole. The defeat was a significant setback for the Democratic Party, which had been hoping to make gains in the Senate.

Baruch Students to Receive State of the Art Trading Floor

Simulated Trades to Begin Summer 2000

Baruch students will be among the first to trade in the new state-of-the-art trading floor, which will be unveiled in the summer of 2000. The new facility, which will be located in the Business School, will provide students with the opportunity to gain valuable real-world experience in the fast-paced financial environment.

The new trading floor is designed to mimic a real-world trading firm, complete with high-speed computer systems, large screens displaying stock prices, and a floor that is open 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Students will be able to trade in a variety of securities, including stocks, bonds, and derivatives, and will be able to simulate the actions of professional traders in real-time.

The trading floor is part of the larger thrust by Baruch College to attract more students to its Business School and to prepare them for careers in the financial industry.

The new trading floor will be a central feature of the new Business School, which is currently under construction. The school is expected to be completed in the fall of 2000.

In the new Business School, students will have access to state-of-the-art facilities, including a state-of-the-art trading floor, a modern library, and a state-of-the-art computer lab.

The new Business School is expected to be a major draw for students interested in careers in finance and related fields.
Mentor Program Makes Its Debut
By Bryan Fleck and Graceann Hall

The Baruch College chapter of The National Association of Nigerian Students, formerly known as the Nigerian Student Association of Baruch, has recently announced the formation of a mentorship program designed to give potential employers a head start in their upcoming job searches.

The mentorship program is the idea of Diji Badru, president of NANS. "There is a need in our community to bridge the generation gap between Nigerian students and Nigerian professionals," said Badru.

The mentorship program will initially connect about 25 students with eight mentors, all of whom are volunteers. The mentors will be paired with students ranging from first-year to senior standing. The mentors will meet with their mentees on a weekly basis.

"It's up to us professionals to step up and fill that need," said Badru. "We are the professionals; it is our responsibility to give back to our community."

The mentorship program is one of the ways in which NANS is seeking to give back to the Nigerian community. Other initiatives include a scholarship program and a mentorship program.

Badru said that the mentorship program is designed to help students develop the skills they need to be successful in their future careers. "We want to give our students a head start in their job searches," he said. "We want to help them understand what it takes to be successful in the workplace."

The mentorship program is open to all Nigerian students at Baruch College. Students interested in participating in the program should contact NANS for more information.

"Because of the success of our mentorship program, we are hoping to expand it to include more students," said Badru. "We want to make sure that every student has the opportunity to participate."
Baruch Archery Club Returns to Competition

By Kenyatta Pious

The circumstances leading up to the FITA (International Archery Federation) tournament in Florida were anything but normal. Due to a shortage of funds and practice hours, the archery club had been relatively inactive in competition. 

The Baruch Archers, however, decided to compete anyway. They were determined to prove that despite their limitations, they could still achieve great things.

According to coach Richard Mei, the season was a tough one. "But putting it all in perspective, we accomplished our three goals we set at the beginning of the season," he said. "We got 15 wins, we won the North, and we earned a berth in the NCAAs." Mei remained optimistic that his team would improve.

Members of the Baruch Archery Club were proud of their performance. "I was very proud of our team," Mei said. "They worked hard and showed great determination."

Baruch archer and the team's top archer, James Madison, was also proud of his team. "We worked hard and we deserve our success," he said. "We want to keep improving and moving forward."

The Baruch Archery Club needs your help to go further than it has ever been. With your support, we can continue to compete and achieve even greater success.

CUNYAC Release Statement Lose in the NCAAs

The men's volleyball team lost against the College of Staten Island in the NCAAs. They were unable to field a game-worthy team, and as a result, they were eliminated from the tournament.

The team worked hard throughout the season, but unfortunately, they were not able to perform at their best in the NCAAs. They will continue to work hard and strive for success in the future.

A Coach's Response

Coach Mei

The men's volleyball team had a difficult season. They were unable to field a game-worthy team, and as a result, they were eliminated from the tournament.

"I was very proud of our team," Mei said. "They worked hard and showed great determination."

"But putting it all in perspective, we accomplished our three goals we set at the beginning of the season," he said. "We got 15 wins, we won the North, and we earned a berth in the NCAAs."

The team will continue to work hard and strive for success in the future.
The Skulls: The stars speak out on secret societies

Trance and Dance
The hottest DJs in the world:

Sasha
Dave Ralph
Faithless
Breakbeat Era
and more!

Special: Who Wants To marry A Broke-Ass Bastard?

Don't Take My Advice

Universal Pictures
By Kim Ping Koo

A film depicting the weaknesses of a secret society would be dominated by serious notes. The only foreign women appearing in this film are only two Africans appearing representing non-human colors. I suppose that audiences don't like the idea of human societies, but in general, I like the idea of beauty and white. It is known that these two are making the society more believable. The Skulls will appear in further analysis. I found the idea of lacking, a lack of action. The Skulls' attempt to escape from their conventional fun is real but overall unrealistic. It would have been more interesting if it was more of a psychological thriller. Perhaps they would be more convincing if the main character was a little less a white man but was more of an action hero. As he can never slow down, the use of a secret society is not used in the film. The level of the film is not as high as in previous movies.

Knowing how powerful these secret societies can be, are they at all worried about the reaction from members?

Andrea Drinka, filmmaker on set

END OF COLUMN

The hottest DJs in the world:

Sasha
Dave Ralph
Faithless
Breakbeat Era
and more!

Special: Who Wants To marry A Broke-Ass Bastard?

Don't Take My Advice

Universal Pictures
By Kim Ping Koo

A film depicting the weaknesses of a secret society would be dominated by serious notes. The only foreign women appearing in this film are only two Africans appearing representing non-human colors. I suppose that audiences don't like the idea of human societies, but in general, I like the idea of beauty and white. It is known that these two are making the society more believable. The Skulls will appear in further analysis. I found the idea of lacking, a lack of action. The Skulls' attempt to escape from their conventional fun is real but overall unrealistic. It would have been more interesting if it was more of a psychological thriller. Perhaps they would be more convincing if the main character was a little less a white man but was more of an action hero. As he can never slow down, the use of a secret society is not used in the film. The level of the film is not as high as in previous movies.
By Jon Minners

Welcome to the first of what will probably be the last Fox reality-based show. I am Jon Minners. I used to be a wrestling producer, now I'm preparing to kick the ass of the Fries. I put salt on them.

Host: Welcome to the first of what will probably be the last Fox reality-based show. I am Jon Minners. I used to be a wrestling producer, now I'm preparing to kick the ass of the Fries. I put salt on them.

By Jon Minners

Want To Marry a Brock-Astasi Lady?

For example, Surfacing is considered to be a classic album. It has been named by many as one of the greatest records ever created. It is often cited as an example of progressive rock because of its complex structure and frequent use of dissonance. Surfacing is also notable for its narratives, which explore themes of relationships and the human experience. The album features a range of musical styles, including rock, jazz, and classical, and it has been praised for its technical proficiency and emotional depth.

Host: Welcome back. We're going to be reviewing the game this week, and we will be reviewing some of the best PC games of the year. We're going to be throwing some of the best PC games of the year for you to try.
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Trance and Dance

Ein Ping Koo

Do the words unknown, acid jazz, trip hop, drum’n’bass, techno bring thoughts of drugs to the forefront of your mind? Once a term used to describe music composed purely out of synthesizers and mechanically generated beats, it has evolved into a complicated yet harmonious blend of bass lines, synths and variations. Many a sub-genre of electronic music has become, the new wave of musical expression is open in sound.

Ambient

This percussive heavy dance music is readily represented by Groove Collective with live horns, guitar, and often R&B style vocals and a warm blend of both. This genre is very versatile and still very popular.

Acid Jazz

Founded in the 80s, this is the father of electronica. It all began when Detroit DJs began spinning their records at speed racer levels, and with only slight modifications since then techno is still alive and kicking.

Techno

Famously know as jungle, this is the most recognizable beat and has lent itself rather well to revolutionizing this heavy genre. Cover by R&B artists, they are as heavy as the bass and quite as heavy as the drums.

Drum ’n’ Bass

The fastest rising break through in electronic music, artists such as Sasha and Paul Oakenfold have helped lead the wave. It features less bass, steady beats and transcendental vibes.

Trance

Formally known as jungle, this genre is characterized by high tempo and hyperactive drumming. Revolutionizing this genre is the VJ Crew led by Roni Size, Jumping Jack Frost and Bryan G, characterizing the beats with a jazz thrust, acoustic guitars, and whistling slides.
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Awaken To Your Past

Asylum Animation Archive: Remembering The Thundercats

Thundercats! Thundercats! Thundercats! Wow! And with that familiar crest, a group of huntsmen from the Third Earth arrive to save their leader from evil and the everyday living.

Who are The Thundercats? Everyone seems to know and to love them. Fans are rallied by the television and the show is technically a very good one. The technological elements are well done. The sound effects are great. The music is, of course, fantastic. The voice actors are excellent.

Types can be divided into: the good guy, the bad guy, and the middle guy. There is one middle guy, the middle guy who is the best of both worlds. He is a man with a heart of gold, who is also very strong and brave. He is also very wise and can see through the lies of others. He is the one who always sticks up for what is right.

Of course, the show is not without its faults. The animation can be a bit rough at times, and the storylines are often too contrived. However, the show remains a classic and a must-watch for any fan.

Remember Maltose please? Remember how the show started with focus on members of this apartment complex and the daily events in their lives. Typical things like going to school, trading and socializing. Yawn, you remember. You'll know that show now.

So, I'm reading this Manga called Maison Ikoku by who else, but Rumiko Takahashi. This story is a lighter, more comedic, less dramatic version of Maison Francais. Set in a housing complex, we are taken into the life of Godai, a student, who is looking for some success in his life.

Enter Kyoko, the beautiful new apartment manager. Godai is about to lose his annoyance, but his eyes on Kyoko. Now, everything he does is geared to getting with her, even finally passing his classes.

Of course, what would this story be without a love interest? And we have that. Kyoko was married, but her husband is dead, and still wants to stay loyal to him, so Godai is kind of screwed. Suddenly, because the dog Kyoko had, named after her husband, helps the people of the building. They become friends. Kyoko, who is a nurse, also wants to be a part of the action, and Godai's outlook looks dim. Even worse for Godai is his neighbor, who is a fly that is always in his hair.

The show is also said to tell the other Thundercats more action, which should be seen in the upcoming episodes. The show is well done, and the animation is top-notch. The voice actors are excellent, and the music is, of course, fantastic.

Lion-O must act his new age rather quickly, as an age-old war with The Mutants of Plun-Dar, and their new ally, the Mutants of Plun-Dar, and their new ally, the Mutants of Plun-Dar. Lion-O is the chosen one to lead the Third Earth, Lion-O goes from being a small child to adult warrior with huge muscles (as they grow up to a size of cyclops), Jaga has died and Lion-O is chosen the one to lead the Thundercats. Lion-O must act his new age rather quickly.
Poetry:
A peek into the soul of Baruch

The Face of Copper

Gathering the sun's warmth, you sit in the quiet;
with the face of copper you are still.

The weight is there and it is all you need;
and the face of copper is your trust.

The sun is low and you take it in;
with the face of copper you are free.

The weight is there and it is all you need;
and the face of copper is your stake.

The sun is low and you take it in;
with the face of copper you are safe.

The weight is there and it is all you need;
and the face of copper is your place.

The sun is low and you take it in;
with the face of copper you are at peace.

The weight is there and it is all you need;
and the face of copper is your everlast.

The sun is low and you take it in;
with the face of copper you are speeding.

The weight is there and it is all you need;
and the face of copper is your end.
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